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Abstract
The goal of this paper is twofold. Firstly, we present a way of extracting inter-
actions between objects and enclosing them by using multiparty interactions. In a
multiparty interaction, several executing threads somehow \come together" to pro-
duce an intermediate and temporary combined state, use this state to execute some
activity, and then leave this interaction and continue their normal execution. This
kind of approach has been considered in several papers but all of them have failed to
describe how failures in one or more participants of the multiparty interaction can be
dealt with. In this paper, general object-oriented schemes for constructing dependable
multiparty interactions (DMIs) in a distributed environment are presented. Secondly,
we show how one of these schemes can be used to program a system in which mul-
tiparty interactions are more than simple synchronisations or communications. We
have designed and implemented a controlling software for a fault-tolerant production
cell model developed by Forschungszentrum Informatik, Karlsruhe, Germany.
Keywords: Distributed Object-Oriented Systems, Multiparty Interactions, Con-
current Exception Handling, Fault Tolerance
1 Introduction
It is clear that activities that involve computer-communication are becoming more and
more distributed with the expansion of distributed systems. Such distribution can include
processing, control, data, network management, and security [1]. Although distribution
can improve the reliability of a system by replicating components, sometimes an increase
in distribution can introduce some undesirable faults. To reduce the risks of introducing
faults when distributing applications, it is important that this distribution is implemented
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in an organized way. One way of organizing distributed object-oriented applications is to
extract interactions between objects out from the objects and enclose those interactions
using a mechanism to coordinate this activity.
Usually, a mechanism that encloses multiple processes executing a set of activities
together is called multiparty interaction. In a multiparty interaction, several executing
processes somehow \come together" to produce an intermediate and temporary combined
state, use this state to execute some activity, and then leave the interaction and continue
their normal execution.
There has been a lot of work in the past years on multiparty interaction, but most
of it has been concerned with synchronisation, or handshaking, between parties rather
than the enclosure of several activities executed in parallel by the interaction participants.
Specication languages like CSP, LOTOS, or programming languages like Ada only deal
with synchronisation between processes. If the processes are involved in a cooperating
activity, then the programmer is left with all the work of coordinating these processes to
avoid that possible faults in the interaction are spread throughout the system.
Properties for multiparty interaction have been described in the literature [2] [3]. The
properties listed are related to :
 synchronisation upon entry of participants of the interaction;
 using a guard to check the pre-conditions to execute the interaction, hence the need
for having synchronisation upon entry;
 an assertion after the interaction has nished to guarantee that a set of post-conditions
has been satised by the execution of the interaction;
 atomicity of external data to guarantee that wrong, intermediate, information is not
passed to other processes before the interaction nishes.
 way the body of the interaction is split (usually if the body of the interaction is split
in more than one part, each of these parts is called a role of the interaction);
 the way the number of participants is specied in the interaction, i.e. xed or variable.
However, none of the works on multiparty interaction has either described the properties
for multiparty interactions in a fault-tolerant distributed system, or how these multiparty
interactions can be implemented in a programming language. Usually, programming lan-
guages deal with two-party synchronisation mechanisms, e.g. rendezvous in Ada. Only on
the level of specication languages there has been some work for dealing with interactions
that have more than two parties.
We dene dependable multiparty interaction (DMI) as a multiparty interaction that
cope with failures in an environment where faults can happen. In addition to the features
listed in the previous paragraph, a dependable multiparty interaction has to provide the
following properties:
 Handling of Concurrent Exceptions: when an exception occurs in one of the bodies
of a participant, if it is not dealt with by that participant, the exception must be
propagated to all participants [4] [5]. A DMI must provide a way of dealing with
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exceptions that can be raised by one or more participants. If several dierent ex-
ceptions are raised concurrently, then the DMI mechanism has to decide which same
exception will be raised in all participants.
 Synchronisation Upon Exit: all participants have to wait until the whole interaction
nishes, i.e. a participant can only leave the interaction when all of them have nished
their roles and the external objects are in a consistent state. This property guarantees
that if something goes wrong in the activity executed by one of the participants, then
all participants can try to recover from possible faults. Note that participants cannot
leave the interaction until all have nished.
Therefore, we consider that the following properties have to be included in a DMI:
pre-synchronisation, test of a pre-condition, atomicity of external data, use of intermedi-
ate shared data, xed number of participants, split body (several roles), test of a post-
condition, post-synchronisation, and handling of concurrent exceptions.
In this paper we show how dependable multiparty interactions can be implemented in
distributed object-oriented environments. Section 2 shows some ways of organizing a DMI
in object-oriented languages. Section 3 presents a realistic fault-tolerant production cell
case study, where interactions between devices play an important role in the system. In
Section 4 an object-oriented framework for DMIs is applied in the implementation of a
controlling system to drive the fault-tolerant production cell presented in Section 3.
2 Object-Oriented Architectures for DMIs
DMIs can be implemented in a number of ways. In this section we outline the main ways
of distributing a DMI. First of all, we describe the various parts that can compose a DMI.
Basically, a DMI has the following parts:
 Manager : one part for controlling all protocols inside a DMI, such as: pre- and
post-synchronisation of processes that participate in the DMI; test of pre- and post-
condition of the DMI; exception handling between the processes; keeping control of
internal and external data to the DMI; etc.;
 Roles: several pieces of application code, each of them being executed by a process
that participates in the DMI;
 External data: data that is external to the processes that are participating in the
DMI. This kind of data might be accessed by other processes that are not partici-
pating in the DMI. Hence a special access control is required;
 Local data: data that is local to the DMI. Processes that are not participating in the
DMI do not have access to this data.
In object-oriented languages, we devise several possibilities for implementing roles and
managers, e.g. roles as being separate objects or as member functions of a manager object.
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In the following paragraphs we show three possible architectures for implementing DMIs
in object-oriented languages.
1. Manager and role as one object. The most common way of organizing a DMI is
to centralise everything in the same object, but the external objects. Figure 1 shows
how manager (shadowed squared ellipse), roles (blank squared ellipses), shared local
objects (shadowed ellipse), and external objects (shadowed rounded squares) are
organized in a DMI object in this approach. Each DMI is provided with one public
method, called manager, that gives access to all roles, e.g. rstRole, secondRole, and
thirdRole in the gure, in a DMI. The manager method is responsible for controlling
the whole functionality of the DMI, e.g. controlling the execution of pre and post-
conditions. In the gure, arrows represent the use and control
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of an object by a
role. A single line represents the control of a role by the manager method. An
implementation of this type of architectures can be found in [6].
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atomic 
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DMIs
manager(role,in[],out[])
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host2
host3
DMI
host1
methods(roles):
firstRole
thirdRole
object
shared local
Figure 1: Manager and Roles in One Object
2. One manager object and several role objects. This is a natural way of distribut-
ing DMIs. It allows information to be processed in the location where it is produced
avoiding the overloading of one host. Figure 2 shows how a manager object (shad-
owed square) and the role objects can be distributed. In this approach, a manager
object is responsible for all functionality of the DMI, e.g. making the shared local
objects (shadowed ellipse) accessible by all roles. The access to the roles is realized
via this manager object. In the gure, a dotted arrow represents the use of an object
by a role. The dotted circle symbolises the group of objects that represent a DMI.
An implementation of this type of architectures can be found in [7].
3. Several manager and role objects. A third way of distributing parts of a DMI is
shown in Figure 3. In this approach we have several managers distributed throughout
1
Control means that that object is passed to the DMI via that role, or that that role creates the object.
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Figure 2: One Manager and Several Role Objects
several hosts. Each manager is responsible for controlling the access to one role, and
for executing protocols together with all the others managers (each manager knows
about a leader manager - knows about is symbolised by dotted lines in the gure),
e.g. the handling of possible exceptions that may be raised during the execution of
one, or more, roles of the DMI. This way of distributing the parts of a DMI will
be applied to the implementation of the production cell case study presented in this
paper. A complete implementation of this architecture is presented in [8].
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manager
object managerobject
atomic 
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external
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object
external
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Figure 3: Several Manager Objects
External data as atomic objects. External data can be represented by external atomic
objects in all three architectures presented above (in the gures we represented this
objects by rounded shadowed squares). External objects are used in a DMI to get
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access to the state of an application while the DMI is in progress. Because these
objects can be seen by other DMIs at the same time, we have to provide them with
some type of transactional semantics, hence the word atomic in the gures, in order
to avoid wrong (temporary/incomplete) information being used before the DMI has
nished. One way of providing these objects with transactional semantics is by using
an existing transactional system, for example, the Arjuna system [9].
Local data as objects. Local data can be represented by local shared objects. These
objects are used by the roles in order to exchange information with each other. They
are used only inside a DMI and their values are discarded after the DMI has nished.
The roles in a DMI may also use private local objects. These objects are not used
concurrently, so it is the responsibility of the role to take care of them.
A brief comparison of the three architectures presented in this section shows that: ar-
chitecture 1 is the simplest to implement, but may cause the overloading of one host;
architecture 2 leaves the processing of application code to be executed on the place it is
produced, but has the inconvenient of having a single point failure (the manager); archi-
tecture three may be the most dicult to implement but avoids the problem of single point
failure, and the overloading of one host. In the rest of this paper we show how architecture
3 can be employed in programming a controlling software for a fault-tolerant production
cell.
3 The Production Cell Case Study
Industrial installations which have several pieces of equipment controlled by software sys-
tems require that interactions between this equipment are executed in a safe and fault-
tolerant way. In this paper we use a fault-tolerant production cell case study to explore
how interactions that happen between devices can be enclosed by DMIs to guarantee safety
and fault tolerance properties. The Fault-Tolerant (FT) Production Cell [10] we use is an
extension of a production cell case study described in [11], which is a model based on an
actual industrial installation in a metal-processing plant in Karlsruhe, Germany. It was
developed in the Forschungszentrum Informatik (FZI). The FT Production Cell is com-
posed of 6 devices: two conveyor belts { a feed belt and a deposit belt, an elevating rotary
table, two presses, and a rotary robot that has two orthogonal arms. The state of devices
is reected by sensors that provide information about their position. Each device has a set
of actuators that are used by a control program to change their state. Sensors also return
information about failed devices.
A complete production cycle of a metal plates is as follows: i) if the trac light in the
beginning of the feed belt is green, then a metal plate can be added on the feed belt; ii)
the feed belt conveys the metal plate to the elevating rotary table; iii) the table rotates
and elevates to the position where the robot can grab the plate; iv) the rst arm of the
robot grabs the plate and places it into a free press (press1 or press2); v) the chosen press
forges the plate; vi) the second arm of the robot removes the forged plate form the press
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and places it on the deposit belt; vii) if the trac light at the end of the deposit belt is
green, then the plate is carried out of the production cell by the deposit belt. Figure 4
shows all devices cited in this paragraph.
A controlling software for the FT Production Cell must satisfy a set of requirements
specied in the case study. The following requirements must be met.
 Safety. Avoid devices collisions. Avoid plates being dropped outside safe areas.
Plates must keep a safe distance. Restrict devices mobility.
 Liveness. Any metal plate added into the cell via the feed belt will eventually leave
the cell via the deposit belt and will have been forged.
 Fault Tolerance. When a failure occurs, it should be detected and the system should
be stopped in a safe state if possible. After recovery from the failure, the system
should resume operation from this safe state.
 Other requirements, such as exibility and eciency, may be taken into account
without conicting with the above ones.
ForgePlate2
ForgePlate1
LoadPress1/UnloadPress1
LoadTable
(TrafficLight1, FeedBelt, Table)
(Robot, Press1)
(Press1)
(Robot, Press2)
LoadPress2/UnloadPress2
(Robot, DepositBelt)
LoadDepositBelt
TransportPlate
(DepositBelt)
(Table, Robot)
UnloadTable
(TrafficLight1, FeedBelt)
LoadPlate
(TrafficLight2, DepositBelt)
UnloadPlate
(Press2)
Figure 4: Fault-Tolerant Production Cell
Figure 4 shows the way in which DMIs enclose the controlling of a sequence of operations
between devices. Each DMI encloses a set of devices that must interact in a coordinated
fashion to satisfy the safety and fault tolerance requirements described above. If two DMIs
overlap, they cannot be performed in parallel because they both involve the same device.
For example, the UnloadTable DMI cannot be executed in parallel with the LoadPress1
DMI because both DMIs need the robot to be executed, and the robot can participate in
only one of them at a time.
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Each device in the FT Production Cell can be controlled by a corresponding thread
which is responsible for specifying the sequence of DMIs in which the device participates.
For example, for simple cyclic execution, a device controller has a straightforward structure
with an endless loop, which means that the thread of the controller goes through a set of
DMIs.
Table controller thread:
loop
execute table role in the LoadTable interaction;
execute table role in the UnloadTable interaction;
end loop;
The above description shows how a controller thread for the table in the FT Production
Cell would cyclic activate the loading and unloading of the table with metal plates. The
loading of the table is an example of a DMI that is executed by three parties in our design:
the controller thread for the table; the controller thread for the feed belt; and the controller
thread for the trac light in the beginning of the feed belt. Notice that any fault that may
happen while loading the table will not aect the rest of the production cell because this
fault will be enclosed by a DMI.
4 A Framework for DMIs
In this section we will describe how a generic framework for implementing DMIs can be
applied to the FT Production Cell described in Section 3. This framework is based on
architecture 3 presented in Section 2. Our framework is composed of 4 types of remote
objects: roles, managers, shared objects, and external objects. Each DMI is a group of
several of this set of remote components: one set for the DMI when there is no failures, i.e.
basic interaction, and several sets for dealing with exceptions that may be raised during the
execution of the DMI (either during the basic interaction or during an exception handling
interaction).
In Figure 5 we show how a basic interaction and the exception handling interactions
are chained together to handle possible exceptions that are raised during the execution
of a DMI. As shown in the gure, the basic interaction can terminate normally, raise an
exception that is handled by an exception handling interaction, or raise an exception that
is not handled by the DMI. If the basic interaction terminates normally, the control ow
is passed to the callers of the DMI. If an exception is raised, then there are two possible
execution paths to be followed: i) there is an exception handling interaction to handle
this exception, then it is activated by all processes in the DMI; ii) there is no exception
handling interaction to handle the raised exception, then this exception is passed to the
callers. More about exception handling in Section 4.2. Each of the ellipses in Figure 5 has
the same structure as shown in Figure 3.
To program a new DMI using our framework, the rst step is to dene a new class that
extends the Role class for each party in the DMI. The extended Role class has to redene
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Figure 5: DMI Exception Handling Structure
at least one method: the body method. This method will contain the set of operations
that will be executed by the participant that activates the role. Upon creation each Role
has to be informed about the manager that will be managing this role. A manager that
`controls' a Role object is an instance of the Manager class. The Manager class provides a
basis for coordinating the participants in a DMI.
The managers of all roles will compose the controlling body of the DMI. Each manager
upon creation is informed of which manager will act as the leader in the DMI. The leader
is the responsible for controlling protocols for synchronisation between managers, for the
exception resolution algorithm, and for keeping information about the shared objects.
Every manager is a potential leader in our framework, avoiding a possible single failure
point, if the host of the leader crashes.
We have implemented the framework used here in Java. We use Java RMI ORB to
distribute the objects that compose a DMI.
4.1 Applying the API to the FT production Cell
In this section we show how we applied the API to build a controlling software for the FT
Production Cell case study described in Section 3.
Figure 6 shows how we have structured the system that controls the FT Production
Cell. There is one object for each of the devices in the production cell. These device
objects are composed of other devices and sensors, e.g. the table device is composed of
four sensors. The device objects are the ExternalObjects in our API. All interactions that
are needed for the process of loading the table by the feed belt is enclosed by a DMI in our
API. In the gure it is represented by the "LoadTable" dotted ellipse. The "LoadTable"
DMI is composed of three role objects: TrafficLightRole, FeedBeltRole and TableRole.
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Figure 6: Structure of the Production Cell Implementation
These three roles act upon the devices in a coordinated way to load a metal plate over
the table. The execution of these activities must use a SharedLocalObject in order for
the TableRole to inform the FeedBeltRole when the table is ready to be loaded. The
FeedBeltRole will only be turned on, for moving the plate from its beginning to the table,
when the table is in position. Bellow we show how the manager and the role objects for
the TableRole are created.
(1) Manager mTable = new Manager("TableManager","LoadTable",eh2,mTLight1);
(2) Role table = new TableRole(mTable,"TableRole");
:
In the above code, mTable is a manager called "TableManager" for the "LoadTable"
DMI, that has mTLight1 as the leader. The eh1 is a hashtable object that contains the
exceptions that are treated by the tableManager and the roles that are activated in the
case of one of the exceptions that are in the hashtable being raised. After the managers
for that role is created, a role object has to be created. The creation of an role object is
shown in line (2) of the above code. The TableRole class is presented below.
public class TableRole extends Role f
Synchronous waitTable; // shared object
public TableRole(Manager manager, String roleName) f
super (manager, roleName); // set role with name and manager
waitTable = new Synchronous(); // creates a shared object
manager.sharedObject("waitTable", waitTable);// export shared object
g
protected void body(Transactional list[]) throws Exception f
// code for the body of the TableRole
g
g
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In the above code, we show how a role object is declared and how local shared objects
are exported by this role. When an object of the above class is created, it has to be informed
of the manager object that will be responsible for controlling this role. The following code
shows how the body of the TableRole has been implemented for the LoadTable DMI.
protected void body(Transactional list[]) throws Exception f
Table table = (Table) list[0]; // External Object
try f
// Rotate to the left to the loading angle.
table.left();
table.angle().waitValue(POS FEEDBELT);
table.stop h();
// Move table down to the loading high.
table.downward();
table.down().waitValue(Boolean.TRUE);
table.stop v();
// Inform feedbelt that table is ready.
waitTable.synchronize();
g catch (Exception e) f // OPS! Problems. Stop everything!
table.stop h();
table.stop v();
throw e; // Pass the exception to manager.
g
g
4.2 Exception Handling
By default, the Manager class provides a built-in exception handling mechanism based on
[5]. This mechanism works as follows. When a role raises an exception, the manager is
notied of that exception. The role manager then informs the leader which interrupts
all roles that have not raised an exception. After all roles have been interrupted or have
notied the leader manager of an exception, an exception handling algorithm is executed
by the leader. This algorithm tries to nd a common ancestor
2
exception from all raised
exceptions. When such exception is found, the leader informs all managers about that
exception and an exception handling interaction (with the same features from a normal
interaction) is activated using the exception handlers table which the manager was initilized
with. If there is no interaction handler for that exception, a handler for the highest level
exception (Exception class) is tried. If there is no handler even for Exception, then the
exception is passed to the enclosing interaction.
2
A common exception from which all raised exception are extended from. In the worst case scenario,
the common exception is Exception
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Figure 7: Dealing with Concurrent Exceptions
Figure 7 shows a possible scenario where two exceptions are raised during LoadTable
DMI. Two roles, FeedBeltRole and TableRole raise exceptions FeedBeltStuckException
and TableAngleException respectively (step 1 in the gure). These exceptions are caught
by the role managers that inform the leader about these exceptions (step 2). The leader
then detects that TLight1Role is still executing and interrupts the thread executing
that role (step 3). An InterruptedException is therefore raised from the manager of
TLight1Role informing the leader that the role has been interrupted successfully (in this
case the manager of TLight1Role and the leader are the same) (step 4). The leader then
decides upon which exception has to be handled: exception FeedBeltTableException in
our example. Exception FeedBeltTableException is sent to all managers of the DMI
(step 5) that will activate the roles in an exception handling interaction that will deal with
exception FeedBeltTableException (step 6). A set of managers and roles in the handler
will execute in the same way as if they belonged to a normal interaction.
In the event of one of the managers or one of the roles crashing, the managers communi-
cate with each other and decide to raise a CrashedManagerException or a CrashedRole-
Exception exception. If the manager that has crashed was the leader, then a new leader
will be chosen by the managers that are still running. CrashedManagerException and
CrashedRoleException are dealt with in the same way as other exceptions by the man-
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agers, i.e. if there is a exception handling interaction to deal with them, then this interac-
tion is activated, otherwise these exceptions are raised in the callers of the DMI.
If the user of the framework wants to provide its own algorithm for deciding which
exception is to be handled by all the roles, then the Manager class can be extended and
a method called exceptionHandling must be provided. This method must return an
exception that is derived from the Exception class. A list containing the exceptions that
were raised by the roles is passed to the new exception handling method.
4.3 Discussions
The use of DMIs has helped us in extracting interactions between objects from the objects.
This facilitated the design and implementation of objects for the FT Production Cell case
study, in the sense that objects that represent devices are only concerned with the basic
operations of the devices. For example, in designing and implementing the robot object
we had to consider only the operations that the robot can perform, e.g. operations to
rotate the robot: left, right, and stop. Operations that are related to the environment the
robot is inserted in, are not designed/implemented in the robot object, e.g. the unloading
of the table, or the loading of the press by the robot. Because these operations can vary
depending on where the robot is installed, they are left to be implemented in a separate
place, making the reuse of the robot object possible without modications. DMIs suit very
well this sort of strategy, with the additional benet of enclosing and recovering possible
failures that may happen during this kind of interaction.
A complete description of the framework used in this paper, plus discussion about the
API performance, can be found in [8].
5 Related work
As mentioned in Section 1, there has been a lot of work on multiparty interaction, but
most of it has been concerned with synchronisation, or handshaking, between parties rather
than coordination of several activities executed in parallel by the interaction participants.
Specication languages like CSP, LOTOS, and programming languages like Ada, or mech-
anisms like Multiway Rendezvous, take in consideration only the synchronisation between
processes. There is no mechanism that helps a programmer to enclose a set of activities
that have to be executed in a coordinated fashion. Usually the programmer is left with all
the work of coordinating interactions in those languages.
In Interacting Process (IP) [12], a high level notation for the expression of distributed
systems, it is possible to describe multiparty interactions for basic synchronization and for
interprocess communication. IP also dene an abstraction for dening a system composed
of teams and roles. Each team is composed by roles that can be executed by dierent
processes. Although a good notation to describe multiparty interaction, it assumes a fault-
free scenario when the interactions are being executed.
Distributed Cooperation (DisCo) [13] is a specication language based on objects and
actions for reactive systems. In DisCo, objects are considered participants in an action.
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These participants can participate in only one action at a time. Actions in DisCo describe
the transformation of the system state represented by the participants. DisCo does not
allow actions to be nested and do not consider the possibility of failures during the execution
of actions.
Recently, the Coordinated Atomic (CA) action concept [14, 15] has been introduced
as a unied approach to structuring complex concurrent activities and supporting error
recovery between multiple interacting objects in an object-oriented system. Although the
CA action mechanism is a very good approach for providing multiparty interactions in
a dependable way, it may be rather restrictive sometimes due to its strong semantics of
how to handle exceptions that occur during an interaction. Coordinating Atomic action
Language (COALA) [16] has been proposed recently to describe applications implemented
using the CA action concept. Implementations of CA actions have been presented in [7]
and [17].
6 Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced a way of designing dependable multiparty interactions
in distributed object-oriented systems. An API that provides DMIs has been used to
implement a controlling software for a fault-tolerant production cell.
DMIs are a very important way of describing cooperation between several participants
even in the event of faults during the cooperation. We showed in this paper how we
organize this kind of activities in an object-oriented fashion. Interactions between objects
were extracted from the objects and enclosed by dependable multiparty interactions. This
resulted in a very neat way of implementing basic objects to represent real devices in a
production cell.
The way DMIs are activated by the underlying system are not taken into account in
this paper. The properties used here suce even if dierent scheduling mechanism are
used or if the interactions are activated in a synchronous or asynchronous way.
A full language that includes all the properties for dependable multiparty interactions
is being developed at the University of Newcastle upon Tyne. This language is called
Dependable Interacting Processes and will be published shortly as a technical report.
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